V, Dildy

Glad you feeling these Verses.
Frankhi is about to put all 5 chapters in one zine. It reads like a cold eulogy, and we even added an eulogy at the end, and you are so right, this is some deep work, probably because they came from a deep place somewhere in the universe.

Frankhi is requesting that you printout this entire 1st Chapter and rush it to him. He’s all like a mad scientist working in a lab with boiling flask, and electro charges everywhere, yelling, “It’s alive,” lol.

Hopefully soon, the multiverse will give us some soothing verses for some of the falling police officers in America, as a result of rise on black blood exchange in the streets, like those 5 cops of Dallas was truly victims, and what we do is primarily victim support oriented, so it’s only right that we keep it one hundred.

— Yipeh! Thanks